
Naval Battles Simulator 
 

What makes a strategy game a good one? Breath-taking graphics, multitude of options to choose from, direct 

player control over everything or maybe the time of action? 

 

How many players to answer, then so many answers to such a question. 

But what if you fancy playing a "real" strategy game where the tactical side of the game, total control and 

plenty of options are placed above the visual envelope? If you think of all these factors you don’t have so 

much games to choose from - especially if you are a naval battles maniac. 

 

But there is hope that this will change, because such a game is coming out soon. 

It's Naval Battles Simulator (NBS) produced by a Polish game creator, Anarchy’97. 

 

NBS is not an ordinary game - it is a sea battles real-time strategy simulator, which is taking place during 

the Second World War. Where other developers chose to limit your choices, NBS goes further. 

 

NBS offers you game modes such as quick skirmishes or a dynamic campaign with three sides of the 

conflict in 1939-1945 to choose from: the Second Republic of Poland, the Third Reich or the United 

Kingdom. 

 

NBS is a battle simulator, which takes place on two surfaces: macro and micro. 

 

In the macro (the broadest one) you are a commander of the whole fleet.  

The player directs the campaign at sea, sends ships and convoys from his ports.  

If you are on the Allies side, your additional task is ensure the necessary and uninterrupted flow of resources 

between the ports. These resources are rapidly decreasing as the time passes and with the unfolding military 

situation on land. 

If a player chooses the side of Axis, their task will be to track down and sink as many convoys as possible to 

prevent them from reaching their destination. 

 

During direct contact between the ships, the game switches into The Battle mode. From this moment, the 

player has direct control over their individual ships, taking part in the skirmish. 

The player is now the captain of each unit and operates them: sets coordinates, chooses targets to fire on, 

controls ship damage. The player needs to pay attention to the weather (based on historical NOAA and 

ICOADS data), time and  natural curvature of the Earth as well.  

If a ship is lost, it would disappear from the players’ fleet. The damaged ones would be taken into the port 

for  necessary repair. 

When the battle is over, the player returns to a macro surface again. 

 

In addition to the strategy side, NBS offers you an adventure plot and option to create a ship from any 

country to try it in the naval battles In „Shipyard”.  

An adventure plot in the game gives an opportunity to track the life of a Royal Navy sailor named Gunter – 

the correspondence with his family show his struggles during the game. 

 

How the Italian battleship Littorio would cope in the battle? Now you have an unbelievable opportunity to 

see it! Thanks to "Shipyard" option you will be able to enter all the necessary parameters of the ship, build it 

and finally test it in the heat of naval battles. Unit simulation has never been so simple and expanded at the 

same time! 

 

Naval Battles Simulator is a real time strategy with the speed-up option.  

The clear and accessible graphics will allow you to focus on the sea battle so that you can achieve your 

ultimate goal – the complete domination of the sea!  

 

Get ready for a real sea adventure!  

 


